Bierces classic work of satirical wit and Steadmans pointed pen redefine the way we see even the seemingly simplest of terms.

Acquaintance, n.: A person whom we know well enough to borrow from but not well enough to lend to.

Bride, n.: A woman with a great future behind her.

Consult, v: To seek anothers approval of a course already decided on.

Ambrose Bierces dictionary of epigrams, essays, verses, and vignettes targets the religious, the romantic, the political, and the economic, in equal
measure. The book you need to define both friends and enemies, The Devils Dictionary is also the perfect gift, showcasing Bierces razor-sharp wit and Ralph Steadmans incisive pen to their best advantage.
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Personal Review: The Devils Dictionary by Ambrose Bierce
Any reader, particularly of history by Ambrose Bierce, will greatly enjoy this book. Little wonder, Bierce (1842-1914), an American journalist, satirist - "it was said that a bad review from Bierce could break a writer's career; and writer of short stories who earned the nickname "Bitter Bierce" for his sardonic views and his vehemence as a critic".
While the thoughts and definitions in this dictionary were written many years ago; they remain sharp, revealing, and cuttingly satiric today. What I find so surprising is that these ideas have not become dated. While few, if any, dictionaries lend themselves to reading or simply just spending time leafing through; this is certainly an exception.
Just to give an idea of what awaits in this tome; try these for size;

mausoleum- The final and funniest folly of the rich.
martyr- One who moves along the line of least reluctance to a desired death.
blackguard-A man whose qualities, prepared for display like a box of berries in a market - the fine ones on top have been opened on the wrong side. An inverted gentleman.
amnesty- The state’s magnanimity to those offenders whom it would be too expensive to punish.
grapeshot- An argument which the future is preparing in answer to the demands of American Socialism.
And last but not least;
nonsense- The objections that are urged against this excellent dictionary.